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Description
While we have very effective tags and social network tools they are not working as expected at Tiki.org.

When I look at:

Everything seems ok but at https://www.facebook.com/groups/6607687318 look at the way the article from tiki.org look like and how the article from my own Tiki look like:
Comments

luciash d' being ♂ 11 Oct 18 10:13 GMT-0000
It is because of the redirects on tiki.org. We talked about it with Oliver many times iirc...
It's something to do with the perspectives code because the articles are in the "info" perspective and not in the default "community" one.

Marc Laporte 11 Oct 18 20:09 GMT-0000
One more reason why it was a bad idea to merge info into tiki.org
*sigh*

luciash d' being ♂ 13 Oct 18 14:11
It would be better if tiki.org was the default theme and "community" was a perspective instead I think... Or having tiki.org (instead of info.tiki.org) still as a separate server but community.tiki.org subdomain on different Tik?.
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 13 Oct 18 08:18 GMT-0000

The reasons are known... :

I propose to think of a fix or to evaluate how we can change things.

It really doesn’t look good that we are not able to have a solution for such on our own Tiki.
... Not to mention extra work for the few hands we have.

luciash d' being ♂ 13 Oct 18 14:12 GMT-0000

I wonder if the perspectives code (another LPH mystery) could be improved somehow to not to be doing that or if it is inevitable to make it work...

Marc Laporte 14 Oct 18 00:22 GMT-0000

Yes, good idea to fix. But how?
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